Brown far outdistances Younger
Fong-Eu, Cory,Unruh hold offices
Incumbent Governor Jerry
Brown took an early and commanding lead over EveIle Younger
in yesterday’s election, but his
running mate Lieutenant Governor
Mervyn Dymally was being soundly
beaten by newcomer Mike Curb, at
press time last night.
Republican Curb, a record
producer, lead Dymally by a nearly
2-1 margin in absentee balloting.
Absentee votes traditionally favor
Republican candidates.

by Paul ChInn

Governor Jerry Brown, shown here with a group of SJSU students during a visit to the
campus Oct. 27, won his re-election bid for the California governorship in a landslide victory
over oppor.mt EveIle Younger.

A further L-eakdown of the
Democratic Party’s hold of
California’s top offices continued
with Republican challenger George
Deukmejian holding a 20 percentage
point lead over incumbent attorney
general Yvonne Burke with two
percent of the vote tallied.
Libertarian
gubernatorial
candidate Ed Clark was a distant
third in the race.
Early election results showed
that Dymally was unable to cash in
on last minute campaigning and
contributions from Gov. Brown, and
other leading Democrats, most

notably President Carter on his
recent visit to California. i see
related story and photos on page 3
Curb was reported to be several
points ahead in most of the polls at
the end of a mudslinging campaign.
Although all three networks
predicted a landslide victory for
Brown by 1030 last night Brown
pre fered to talk about the "historic
mission" of the Democratic party.
Younger had no comment on the
early returns.
Democratic
incumbents
Treasurer Jessie Unruh, Controller
Ken Cory and Secretary of State
March FongEu held commanding
leads in early tabulations.
Proposition 7, aimed at
broadening the death penalty took
an early 3-1 lead last night while
Popositions 5 and 6, the smoking and
homosexual initiatives, trailed in the
early returns
The vote was 209,086 to 181,861
against proposition 6, which is
aimed at at banning homosexual
teachers from public schools, and
the absentee balloting was 201,031 to

194,281 against the proposed indoor
clean air initiative.
CBS made a beforemidnight
prediction of a 3-2 defeat for the
John Briggs authored initiative
against homosexual teachers.
With only absentee ballots
counted in San Jose, Mayor Janet
Gray Hayes jumped into an early
lead over challenger Councilman
All redo Garza. Hayes lead Garza 72
percentage points to 27.8.
Measure E, authored to encourage the building of low cost
housing in San Jose for the handicapped, elderly, blind or disabled,
was gaining voter approval at the
rate of 66.8 percent to 33.5 percent of
the absentee ballots.
Measure F, aimed at creating
district elections instead of at
larger elections for members of the
city council held a narrow lead of
three percentage points over its
opponents.
Veteran Councilman Joe Colla,
was losing by 19 percentage points
to challenger Jerry Estruth at press
time.
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Faculty Club gets facelift
in effort to improve image
By Sean Silverthorne
A face lift, better diet, a clearing
away of back debts and a shot of
booze are the main ingredients going
into an attempt to improve the
image of a dying ladythe SJSU
Faculty Club.
Since the club first opened its
doors in 1969, initial faculty enthusiasm has dwindled along with
memberships.
Over 300 faculty belonged to the
club in its early days, but that
number has dwindled to approximately
160, according to
Faculty Club President Diana
Burnell, who took the post late last
year.
The house, located at 405 S. 8th
St. in San Jose, has been allowed to
physcially deteriorate over the
years, contributing to declining

Diana Burnell

faculty interest, according to
Burnell.
Food was legendarily bad according to charter member James
Noah.
"After a pre-game party there
once, the topic of conversation was
trying to guess what was just
eaten," Noah said.
But according to Burnell those
days are over.
The board of directors voted last
year to fire the club’s private
management firm with the board
assuming those duties.
The first task, according to
Treasurer Jim Harper, was to clear
away $25,000 in back debts, approximately $15,000 in debts is still
outstanding.
Burnell and Harper spent their
summer repainting the club’s interior and giving the house, which
was purchased outright in 1975, a
general cleaning, Burnell said.
The non-profit club has also
added two new drawing cards,
Burnell said quality food and liquor.
SJSU’s International Center has
agreed to cater daily lunches at the
club, she said. Members will pay
$1.75 per lunch and receive a $5
rebate at the end of each month.
Also, a liquor license, has now
been granted to the Faculty Club,
Burnell said.
The black and white two-story
house will host to two dinner parties
each month, according to the
president, and will sponsor annual
events such as wine tasting.
In addition Burnell would like

the club to sponsor field trips to
events such as the upcoming King
Tut exhibit in the Bay Area.
"A faculty club is a place which
should foster faculty collegiality,"
Burnell said. "That is what we are
trying to achieve."
But at least one charter member
remains skeptical.
The faculty club "never really
got off the ground," Noah said.
The fact that the club is located
on the outer edges of the campus
outside "normal faculty flow" has
greatly contributed to its demise,
along with its other problems to its
declining faculty use, he said.
"If it was located, say, where
the reserve book room is now, it
would get much more use," Noah
said.
But the initial enthusiasm for a
faculty club is still present on
campus, he said.
’f ’The faculty would really like a
place where they could get together
and chat," Noah said. "Look at all
the use the faculty dining room ( in
the Student Union) gets. And that is
just a place logo eat.
"A faculty club has much more
to offer than that."
Harper wouldn’t elaborate, but
said the current fee structure, which
asks an initial membership fee of
$350 and a $10 monthly due, is
currently under review and may be
changed soon.
The club is totally self sufficient,
Harper siad, relying on membership
dues and money paid by 17 renters in
the building.

Smoky
dorm floors
evacuated

by Paul ChInn

A San Jose fireman stands at an end doorway to Markham Hall,
watching the smoke -clearing equipment after a trash can fire on
the first floor.

A trash can fire on the first floor
caused the evacuation of Markham
Hall residents about 1:50 a.m.
yesterday as smoke filtered to all
three floors.
Ironically, a routine fire drill
practice had been called just four
and one half hours earlier in the
dorm.
San Jose Fire Department
received the call at 1:48 a.m., according to a fire department
spokesman, and dispatched two fire
engines, one truck, and a district
chief to the dormitory. University
Police also responded by checking
all rooms to make sure everyone
was out.
"If you’ve got smoke coming out
of a building and you’re not sure
where it’s coming from, this is the
usual response for a structure fire,"
the spokesman said.,
"Not many people took it
seriously. There’s been too many
false alarms," commented Watch
Commander Lloyd Hohu of
University Police outside Markham
Hall after second and third floor
residents were allowed to return to
their rooms.
"The flames dpn’t get you. It’s
the smoke that does," Hohu added.
At 1:56 the fire was reported
under control and by 2:11 a.m, the
last fire engine had left the scene.
Most trash can fires are
deliberately set, according to one
San Jose firemar.

Ryan-engineer of student body machine
By Mike Myslinskl

branch, which is funded out of the
810 A.S. fee students pay each
semester.

Maryanne Ryan is an activist’s
activist.
Associated Students
As
president, she is charged with
keeping the A. S. machine running
smoothly. Ryan also travels up and
down the state to attend meetings as
representative of SJSU’s 27,000
students.

But Ryan isn’t in A.S. for the
money. With her monthly salary of
$400, she ends up making about $2 an
hour, given a 50-hour work week.
The "phenomenal" education she’s
received in A.S. government so far
makes up for the hectic demands of
her position, she says.

"My A.S. time is anywhere
between 50 to 80 hours a week,"
Ryan estimates. Her $4,800 a year
salary makes her the highest paid
member of the A.S. executive

She flies to Long Beach to attend
meetings of the California State
Universities and Colleges Board of
Trustees (at the expense of the
CSUC Chancellor’s office, not

Gridder pleads not guilty
Dexter Tisby pleaded not guilty
yesterday to one count of auto theft
and one count of receiving stolen
property.
Tisby, a wide receiver on the
Spartan football team, is scheduled
for a preliminary hearing Nov. 20 at
2 p.m. The hearing will determine if
there is enough evidence against
Tisby to bind him over to Superior
Court for trial.
If the evidence is sufficient,

Tisby will be arraigned and a trial
date will be set.
Public Defender Mark Harmon
has been assigned to Tisby’s case.
Tisby is free on his own
recognizance until the preliminary
hearing. If convicted, he faces a
maximum penalty of one to three
years in a state prison or a fine of up
to $5,000, according to a Santa Clara
County district attorney.

SJSU). And once a month Ryan
travels to one of the universities in
the CSUC system for the rotated
meetings of the CSUC Student
President’s Association )CSUCSPA), of which she is treasurer.
She points out that the CSUCSPA has a budget of $60,000, created
by a fee all CSUC universities
charge their students. This year,
SJSU students paid $5,00.
Most students don’t realize that
CSUCSPA funds the salary of a
student lobbyist in Sacramento,
Ryan says, as well as the salaries of
the lobbyist’s secretary and a
student "liaison" to the chancellor’s
office.
Ryan is also a member of the
statewide Student Health Advisory
Committee, which formulates
"policies that guide the operation of
health centers on campuses.
Ryan, 22, is a political science
senior and finds time to handle the
seven-unit load she’s carrying this
semester.
In general, she is content with
the way A.S. has been operating so
far, but wishes more of the 27,000
students gave input to their
government.
"I don’t think we have enough
contact with them."
(Continued on back page)

by Elbe Harland

Maryanne Fiyan
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America’s love of big cars
shows disinterest in energy
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A change of transport
Hadleys adapt, move on
Editor’s note - This is part nine in the saga of the Hadleys, small people who
once lived peaceably in the prairie for many years. On the trail to the
Sequoia, e find the Hadleys preparing to cross the mountains.
By Scott Knies
Outlined against the morning sky near the hill’s top was a familiar group
of figures. Croylis urged his pheasant on at a quicker pace. He was anxious
to rejoin his friends.
It had been a long, cold night. Croylis was happy to leave the Hurnoid
valley with his sanity. He couldn’t remember much, but he knew his mind
had finally normalized after being in higher places.
"What a trip!" he recalled. His breath was a misty trail in the chill air.
As he approached the Hadleys, he noticed everybody was busy
scurrying around. The elders were grouped in a circle and a meeting was in
progress while the younger ones were adjusting belongings and packs. The
pheasants were off to the side feeding.
"Hey Croylis," Redsin called. "Help us unload the rest of this food."
Croylis dismounted. "What is the reason for this?"
"Bonusak’s orders. While the whiskered ones are in discussion, we are
supposed to inventory the provisions of each cooking group."
-What solution does the discussion seek’"’
Redsin stood up and pointed west at the mountains. "Look."
Croylis had noticed the snow for some time, but only on distant peaks.
The clouds intercepted the massive mountains half-way up. The snow-line
showed like a dainty slip below the stormy greyness. Suddenly Croylis felt
the bite of the late autumn wind and realized the sun wasn’t going to break
through the overcast.
"We’re going to cross the Rockies," Redsin interjected, handing Croylis
near-empty containers of prairie grasses to re-pack.
Bonusak’s explanation left the circle of elders and whiskered Hadleys
speechless. They knew Bonusak had crossed the Rockies through a shortcut
years ago when he was a scout, but the Tunnel would now be very difficult to
find in the snow.
"If we canna locate the Tunnel," Prestoell said, "then our caravan
should wait out the winter on this side of the mountains."
"How will we replenish our supplies?" Bonusak countered.
We are late," Prestoell said, refusing to answer the question. "Winter
approaches and we are too late. Our caravan should have been at this point
two months ago. It is too hard for mountain climbing now. We must alter our
plans."

By Lee G. Sherman
Auto-Eroticism. The term
means different things to different
people.
In this context the term is used
to decribe Americans and their cars,
for Americans are without a doubt
the most automobile loving people
on earth.
As a nation we soPid more
dollars every year buying new cars
and maintaining used ones while
forever increasing our energy
consumption and dependence on
foreign oil.
Obviously Americans can’t
really care
about conserving
energy when Detroit continues to
roll tuna boat-size, gas guzzlers off
the assembly line and Americans
continue to drive them around.
Now don’t get me wrong and
start branding me a commie-pinko
for being un-American and not
supporting our country’s biggest
industry.
I’ve nothing against people
driving cars that get all of three
M.P.G. ( miles per gallon), to say
nothing of those behemoths of the
highways, the mobile home, that get
a phenomenal five B.P.G. (blocks
per gallon).
I simply believe that these individuals should pay something
extra for the privilege of driving

these "tanks."
I drive a 30 M.P.G. Datsun
which I bought partially for
economic reasons and partially for
conservation’s sake. So when I see a
400 horsepower, ear splitting chariot
careening down 280 at the speed of
sound, it really makes my blood boil.
How serious are Americans
about conserving energy? On the
Lee G Sherman is a
Spartan Daily reporter

peninsula in Redwood City there is
an establishment known as the
"Grand Prix Raceway."
For about $2.50 per lap, novice
race car drivers can experience the
fun and excitement of navigating a
midget race car around a track
complete with curves and banks.
All that, while wasting countless
gallons of gasoline and fouling the
air with eye-burning, lung -choking
pollutants.
Unfortunately, our jelly-spined
Congress has shown an unwillingness to impose some type of
restrictions on big, gas guzzling
cars. The original draft of President
Carter’s energy bill contained
provisions for taxing cars that didn’t
meet federal guidelines on gas
consumption. The bill passed by the
House and Senate contained no such
provisions.

Anti -gay drive results

Anita deserves woe
Poor, poor Anita Bryant.
She feels like the world is
crumbling around her.
Bryant, who was instrumental
in the 1977 campaign repealing the
gay rights law in Florida’s Dade
County, claims her career and income are suffering.
Bookings have dried up, according to the Florida songster, her
appearances have been picketed,
Torn Lazaralos is a
Spartan Daily reporter

her children have been harassed,
and her contract for promoting
Florida orange juice may riot be
renewed next year.
All of these problems can be
traced to her religious conviction of
taking a strident stand against gay
rights.
The former runner-up for Miss
America brought the controversy of
gay rights into the forefront last
year when she campaigned against
the rights of homosexuals.
Discrimination of gays is what
she advocated. Discrimination in
housing, employment and other
facets of life. (Since her success in
Dade County, gay rights have been
repealed in St. Paul, Minn.; Wichita,
Kan.; and Eugene, Ore.)
feels
that
this
She
discrimination is necessary in order
to make the children of America
safe.
But now, she is facing her own
discrimination and she doesn’t like
it.
According to an Associated
Press story, Bryant said, "There
hasn’t been any area of our in-

dividual lives or our family’s life
that hasn’t been touched."
Also, because of her controversy
Bryant is having a hard time finding
work.
This is what she intended for
gays, not her.
In the same article, Bryant said,
"I became physically down and
am not capable of taking that
kind of rejection, physically, verbally -the boycotting and the threats
and all that."
What about gays though? Can
they handle this same sort of abuse?
Bryant has a family to fall upon for
strength; but for many gays, they
have only themselves.
How strange this double standard is.
If gays receive this kind of
treatment, Bryant would feel she
had did God’s job on earth.
However, since the discrimination is
aimed at her, it’s unfair.
Bryant, who sees herself as a
martyr willing to pay any price in a
fight for her beliefs, is doing just
that. And rightly so.
It seems appropriate that a
woman who is causing needless
suffering for thousands of men and
women across the country should
aLso be hurt.
Just because she can quote the
Bible doesn’t mean that she can lead
a crusade in which innocent people
are discriminated. What ever
happened to America’s freedom?
Listen Anita:
I don’t feel sorry about your
financial status. You deserve what
has happened to you. When you
stand to strip the rights of other
human beings you better expect to

be on the defense.
What I do feel sorry about is
your strange thinking and the way
your mind works. You must have
suffered a sun stroke in Florida.
Since you claim you read the
Bible, have you ever noticed that
this is God’s world, not yours?
He judges people. Not you.

letters
Irritating
Editor:
The daily Bible lessons in the
Spartan Daily are beginning to
become irritating. Hardly a day
goes by that the Forum section does
not feature an editorial or letter to
the editor debating the proper
Christian vote on Proposition Six.
Proposition Six was certainly an
important issue, and well deserved
to be the object of intensive consideration. This! do not object to.
What I find irritating is the fact
that all of this soul searching was
placed in a specifically Christian
context. Certainly our civil liberties
or lack thereof are an ecumenical
concern, which affects all of usChristians, Jews, Mosslems, Buddists, atheists, and all others as well.
Please wake up to the fact that
there are religious groups other than
Christians represented at San Jose
State, as well as students who wish

The elders and whiskered ones anxiously waited as Bonusak signaled
Fronolis forward. Reentered the circle with a wooly, fat animal that walked
on all fours.
"This is a badger."
The audience in the circle jumped up quickly to inspect and pet the
new model. The aproval of badger transit was unanimous in the vote.

Qualified speaker?

Steve Wright
Public Relations Junior

"These badgers are really excellent," Croylis said. "They are real
comfortable and cruise on top of snow great."
’Yeah, but they’re not as fast as the pheasants," Fronolis said.
"But they are stronger and carry more supplies. Plus they don’t eat the
same things we do or consume resources we need to carry."

Forum policy

"Yeah, that’s true, but their fur smells worse than the feathers."
"But it’s softer and warmer."
"O.K.," Fronolis conceded, "a little bit. The main reason Bonusak
wanted us to use these badgers was because they are fast diggers. They can
make burrows at night for us to sleep in."

Next: The Tunnel

to forgo religious affiliation as well
as students who wish to forgo
religious affiliation entirely.
If I had wanted to limit my
exposure on political issues to the
Cheistian point of view, I would have
enrolled in a Chrisitian college.
Instead, I chose a state institution,
where (supposedly) a variety of
religious and political viewpoints
could be heard.
Incidentally, the not-so subtle
anti-Semitism in Matthew Savoca’s
letter would be truly fun, were it not
so unfounded. Need I remind Mr.
Savoca that Jewish groups were
among the first to come out against
Proposition 6? Neither Moses nor
the Pharisees are around to plague
Mr. Savoca today, but good
Christians like Anita Bryant and
John Briggs sure are!
Martie Costa
Environmental Studdies Senior

Editor:
We wish to thank the Associated
Student Council for their wise
decision in choosing Jane Fonda as a
guest speaker here at SJSU. Seldom
do we get an opportunity to hear
such a qualified speaker sharing her
views on world affairs.
Ms. Fonda’s credentials as an
Academy Award winner makes her
lecture well worth the $2,000 fee she
demanded. Perhaps the Associated
Student council might consider
Marlon Brand as a prospective
speaker for a mere fee of $4,000, as
he is a two-time Academy Award
winner.
Bruce Miles
Industrial Design Junior

"Exactly!" Bonusak smiled proudly. "We must alter and reorganize.
Circumstances are different now - the weather is against us. We can adjust
to this. We are smart enough to change our methods without harming our
intentions. We are capable of adapting and still able to preserve our goals.
This is when we all work together." Bonusak paused. "This is when we all
need each other."
The elders were hushed. Prestoell spoke out for the circle’s curiosity.
"What reorganization do you speak of?" he asked.
I’he pheasants are not suited for the snow. They are an inefficient and
costly mode of transportation for our direction," Bonusak said. "The birds
worked fine in simpler times, but the problems before us require something
more practical."

"I just hope we can find that short-cut he was talking about."
"The Tunnel?" Fronolis asked.
"That’s what he called it." Croylis tilted his head back and a snowflake
floated into his face. The particles danced down as little white dots against a
dark grey background. "Those are some nasty clouds," he said.
Frollolis glanced up at the approaching storm.

Thanks largely to the efforts of
lobbyists for the major automakers
and the larger oil companies, the
legislators were convinced that the
public wouldn’t stand for such
measures. It was very kind of the
lobbyists to inform my congressmen
of my "opposition." I just wish
someone had asked me.
Why is the U.S. the only country
that continues to produce large,
bulky, inefficient gas guzzling and
incidentally,
poorly
made
automobiles.
Part of the answer can be found
in Thomas R. Dye’s book, "Who’s
Running America?" According to
Dye, the five largest industrial
corporations, by size of assets, in the
U.S. are: Exxon (Standard Oil of
New Jersey), General Motors,
Texaco, Ford Motor Co. and Gulf
Oil. These "big five" control 10
percent of all industrial assets
themselves.
Three of the top five sell oil and
gasoline products. The other two sell
cars and trucks. The two industries
go together like bread and butter
and have a keen interest in each
others’ future.
Like any good American
company, G.M., Ford and Chrysler
are going to provide consumers with
what they want. Cadillacs, Continentals, 1,e Barons and innumerable other luxury cars are
what many want.
It the demand for big, gas
guzzlers wanes, Detroit won’t have
any choice but to produce smaller,
fuel efficient cars. However, the
demand will probably remain as
long as some people equate bigger
with better and continue their love
affairs with big cars.
In this case though, we small car
owners shall have the last laugh.
When the next gasoline shortage
occurs, we’ll be able to zip past the
long lines at the gas stations and
thumb our noses at the frustrated
owners of those selfish gas guzzlers.
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The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present viewpoints
on issues affecting the university
community.
Comments,
columns
and
editoriaLs will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
The Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
by-line attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
)comments regarding editorials,
comments or news stories
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Election 78
and Carter
in California

Iranian protesters were one of the more vocal groups present at the Democratic rally. An oversized mask makes a stark contrast with the real Carter.
By Lori Hayes
"I thought there’d be tens of thousands of
people but not hundreds of thousands," one
elementary school girl said, looking up to a woman
who appeared to be her teacher.
Actually, according to one policeman, there
were 8,000 to 9,000 people gathered in the K Street
Mall in Sacramento to see President Carter last
Friday.
Children (and there were many) nearly
smothered by the towering adults around them.
Some were lucky enough to be perched on adult
shoulders.
The weather was warm in the 70’s and the sun
shone hot on the heads of those not protected by the
shade of the store buildings.
The shutterbugs were out, hoping to get a
picture of the President.
Other interest groups were also gathered to see
the President.
They were there waving their orange rectangular placards, those who opposed Proposition 6.
They were there, those who endorsed a particular
candidate for assembly or senate.
They were there, the Feminists for Life and
those confined to wheelchairs. And they were there,
the Iranians chanting their familiar lines, "The
Shah is a U.S. puppet. Down with the Shah."
Competing with the Iranians, a local high school

band played traditional songs. Later, when the
orange and black uniformed University of the
Pacific band arrived, the two shared playing time,
alternating songs.
Over the speakers, louder than the bands or
Iranians, a man announced, "May I have your
attention please. There is a lost little girl In the
alley between J and K streets."
Until the President arrived, people were busy
chanting and looking around at other people. Most
were smiling and cheerful.
After all, it isn’t everyday the President comes
to town.
And because the President was coming to town,
security was plentiful.
The police were fully
uniformed from boots to helmets. All carried
walkie-talkies.
A walkway for the traveling press, CBS, ABC,
NBC, was kept clear by roped off crowd controls,
guarded by police.
Atop the colossal white St. Joseph’s church, an
integral part of the mall, stood a green-uniformed
man peering down on the crowd through binoculars.
Finally some bodies walk on stage. The faces
are familiar March Fong Eu, secretary of state;
Leo McCarthy, Democratic assembly leader; Alan
Cranston, U. S. senator; Jess Unruh, state
treasurer; Yvonne Braithwaite Burke, candidate
for attorney general.

After they mingled among themselves, McCarthy approached the microphone and introduced
Cranston and Burke. Their reception was
lukewarm.
Everyone was waiting for the President.
His car finally arrived, preceded by three slow
traveling police cars displaying their flashing red
lights.
All waited in anticipation.
Displaying his famous Carter smile, the
President was accompanied on stage by Gov. Jerry
Brown and IA. Gov. Mervyn Dymally.
People took turns boosting each other above the
heads to catch a glimpse of Carter. Some climbed
into the small trees which landscaped the mall.
Brown approached the microphone to introduce
the President.
The crowd clapped and cheered. Yet, for
thousands of people present, the response could
hardly be called enthusiastic.
Expectedly, Carter endorsed the democratic
candidates and encouraged a high voter turnout.
He talked a bit about his accompolishments as
President and concluded his seech in about half an
hour.
After Carter and the other political figures left
the mall, the Iranians demonstrated, and many
people stayed to watch.

Some spectators waited four hours to catch a
glimpse of the President

photos by
Christopher Agler
and
Juan A. Rodriguez

Democratic hopefuls Mervyn Dymally, Yvonne Brathwaite Burke and Edmund G. Brown Jr. joined Carter at the podium to climax the rally.
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Stickers seeded first
Kleeberger Field on
the UC-Berkeley campus
will be the site of the MAW
Field Hockey Regionals,
which will begin Friday
morning and conclude
Saturday afternoon.
CSU-Long
SJSU,
Beach, UC-Berkeley and
Stanford are the four teams
selected for the round robin
tournament.
Because of their 13-0
record, the Spartans have
been seeded first in the
tourney.
Each team will play
three matches, two on
Friday and one on

TYPING
Quality Work
’Student rates

Saturday. Two teams will
the
advance
from
Regionals into the MAW
Nationals which will be
held at Central Washington
State
University
in
Ellensburg, Wash., Nov.
21-24.
The team with the best
record in Regional play
will draw the no. 4 seed in
the Nationals, while the
second place team will be
an at-large team and not be
seeded.
SJSU opens its play
against Stanford 9 a.m.
Friday and plays again at
5:30
p.m.
against
California.
The Spartans battle
Long Beach 11:30 a.m.
Saturday.
All the matches should
be fast-paced because of
Kleeberger’s artificial

surface and the Spartans
are excited about playing
on artificial surface, coach
Leta Walter said.
Assistant
coach
Carolyn Lewis said the
artificial surface will
create a wide-open tour-

Bowling queen reigns

nament, since the four
fastest teams are in the
Regionals. Lewis predicts
stickwork will be the key
factor.
The 49ers’ record is 7-33, the Bears are 8-2-4 and
Stanford is 7-2-5.

By Mike Barnhart
SJSU assistant bowling
coach Pat Rossler continued her reign as queen,
but Spartan Carey Brewer
lost his masters’ crown at

866-0883

no minimum

2

XEROX 9400 &
IBM COPIERS
123 S 3rd Street
295-6336
am. Al
4011 San Carlos
295-5511

a

Every other Tuesday
7:30 pm

Sue Williams, forward on SJSU’s women’s field hockey team, battles for a
free ball SJSU opens play in the AIAW Regionals Friday morning against
Stanford.

Coach says swim squad
has ’very good’ members

at the

GAN/TEILE
2961. Campbell
866.8606

Game Fee:75
HOURS
Wed Mu, 7 tam 9prn
It.., Ff. I ?am ol nudnoght
Sun Inn. 6pen
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Bruce & Lynette

MELLO

TODAY/NOON
S.U. UPPER PAD

Free, of course!
The A.S. Program Board Presents

Dance Master Class
to be taught by

Bella Lewitzky
choreography and artistic director
of the famous Los Angeles dance
company

Friday, Nov. 10
8:30-10:00
Dance Studio (Per 262)
Sign-ups now being taken at
the A.S. Business Office,
Student Union
Registration will be $2.00

(

Although this year’s
SJSU women’s swim team
has no "real standouts," it
does have some "very good
swimmers," according to
coach Connie Roy.
"All five learns in the
California
Northern
Athletic Conference, SJSU,
UC-Berkeley, Stanford,
Univeristy of Pacific, and
CSC -Fresno, have excellent programs and get
better every year." Roy
said.
SJSU will play each
team in its conference once
and will face other schools
in addition to participating
in some invitation tournaments.
Each meet consists of
15 events, but the Spartans
don’t have anyone for the
one and three -meter diving
events.
About half the schools
SJSU will face don’t have
divers, according to Roy:,
The 13 events in which
the Spartans will compete
are the 200-yard medley
relay
( backstroke,
breastroke, fly and
freestyle),
100 -yard
50 -yard
freestyle,
50 -yard
backstroke,
freestyle, 50 -yard butterfly, 200-yard freestyle
relay, 50 -yard breaststroke, 100-yard butterfly,
100 yard backstroke, too’
yard individual medley,
individual
200 -yard
1 0 0 -yard
medley,
breastroke, and the 2011
yard freestyle.
Teams are allowed to
have three swimmers for
each event. The top three
finishers are then scored

with five, three and one
points.
At the completion of all
15 events, the team with the
most points wins the meet.
Times aren’t usually
real good this early in the
year. but Roy hopes that
each meet will get
progressively better.
Last year, SJSU had
only six swimmers and
finished fifth in its conference with a 1-6-1 mark.
Twenty swimmers are
on the SJSU team this year,

but only 18 can travel with
the squad.
This does not present a
problem, according toRoy,
because there are often
times when someone is sick
or cannot swim for some
other reason.
Roy was an accomplished swimmer in
college. She attended U(’ competed
Berkeley,
several times in the
Nationals and "did pretty
well."

Worn,

.’

in Air

F9ur SJSU judokas
individual
claimed
championships and five
other placed at the Palo
Alto Invitational Sunday.
Blackbelts Gerardo
Padilla, Ken Blakey,
Michelle Palacio and
brownbelt Yolanda Baca
captured titles.
Padilla
won
the
lightweight division and
Blakey took the middleweight crown. Palacio
and Baca were women’s
division winners.
Mike Burbridge placed
second and Steve Chastain
was third in the brownbelt
middleweight classification.
Blackbelt

mid.

dleweights Randy Sumida
and Mike Coleman finished
second and third in their
division and former
spartan Bill Kauffold
earned a third in the
heavyweight
blackbelt
category.

vI itong

For information about the two year program
at SJSU call 277 2743. Aerospace Studies

,R717sa

ROTC
wear way ol lote

Although pleased with
her own performance,
Rossler was quick to praise
Liz Sylvia.

Uchida also praised
Barry EI’as, Eduardo
Cerna and Padilla.
the Spartans will host
the Far Western AAU
Championships Sunday in
Spartan Gym.

Wootton captured
seventh with 2754 and
Johnson was ninth with
1692.
Brewer, who we.
tabbed by Gregory as thi
tourney favorite, won three
of four matches before
being elimiated by eventual runner-up Majesky.
Brewer average 204 over 15
games.
also
Johnson,
eliminated by Majesky,
4995.
has a pin total of

All the world will be your enemy,
Prince with a Thousand Enemies,
and when they catch you,
they will kill you...
But first they must
catch you.

Rossler opened the
double-elimination singles
tourney Saturday with
victories over Lilly Reyna
( CSU-LA
Barbara
Blackman (Pasadena City
College) and Mickey
Butterfield
(American
River College).
In those matches,
Rossler scored pin totals of
700, 739, and 700, a ninegame average of 237.
"Not even the men
were bowling as well,"
Carlson noted.
"When she started
Sunday morning with a 160game, we were going to
call the Guiness Book of
Records," Carlson quipped, "but she came back
with a 240 in the next
game."
Rossler, who finished
the tourney with a pin total
of 3461 and an average of
230, was still in awe of
herself a day later.

.. .
MARTIN ROSEN’S PRODUaTION OF RICHARD ADAMS’S
"WATERSHIP DOWN" - :’ ANGELA MORLEY
MIKE BATT’
ART GARFUNKEL
PHILIP DUNCAN
MARCUS DODS
.. ’.........CFI ,
TONY GUY’MARTIN ROSEN
lilli
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FEATURING (HOW-TO BOOKS)

Floria Zafarales
nabbed third place in
women’s brownbelt.
"We did pretty well"
said SJSU coach Yosh
Uchida. "Blakey looked
good and Coleman has
really been improving."

this week
MARK HALL AMITIN

,,\N IA

TIL q PM - DAYS A WEEK
GI ARA ST BETWEEN 2ND

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS
Extraordinary challenges await the creative professional at Four
Phase.
As pace setters in the field of distributed data processing, we offer you the opportunity to grow with us. You’ll be working on State-of-the -Art systems ...
systems that keep us advanced and keep you ahead of the times. Let’s get together
and program your future ... If you are completing a B.S. or M.S. in Computer
Science, opportunities exist in the following areas.

BSIE/ME’S
If you have a degree in mechanical
or industrial engineering we’d
like to talk to you about
opportunities as manufacturing
engineer at Four Phase.

MBA’S

If your advanced degree includes
emphasis in production management,
career opportunities at Four Phase
consider a young, successful
will utilize your knowledge
’organization with sales of $104
effectively.
million in 1977

Workshops
EVERYDAY, in Student Union
1pm-3pm
$1 Students, $2 General
Register in A.S. Business Office

Discussions

Araiirc

fiVM

-I’d say she’s one of
the top 10 women bowlers
in
America," SJSU
women’s coach Terry
Gregory said.

consider a people -oriented company with generous benefits
’advancement opportunities and a
brand new facility offering an unusually
stimulating environment.
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Andy Levitt, of UCLA,
defeated Ron Majeski, of
San Diego State University, in the men’s final.

Judokas win

Visions for a changing Theatre
WOMEN.
YOU’RE
EQUAL IN
THE AIR
FORCE.

"This is the third year
she won," Carlson said,
"and this was the best she
looked. She’s more impressive everytime I see
her

"Pat was just fantastic," said tournament
director Glenn Carlson.
"She really put on a show."
by doh, Scdnloti

NIGHT

Carlson agreed.

SJSU women Liz
Sylvia, Sandi Wootton and
Sandy Johnson all finished
in the top 10 of their
division.
But the weekend
belonged to Rossler.

owyrnight

3

Sylvia placed fifth with
a match record of 3-2 and a
pin total of 2754 I 183
average).

the best I bowled in my life.
"I have to say, it was
amazing."

Rossler, who was
undefeated in five threegame matches en route to
her third straight championship in the event, beat
Riverside City College’s
Joyce Wright for the
women’s championship.

Spartan Kevin Johnson
was third and Brewer was
seventh.
Teammates
Marty Schram (sixth),
Romanowsky
Geroge
(ninth), Dave Hewitt ( 15th)
and Curtis Cole ( 16th) also
competed in the men’s
division.

kinko’s copies

PHONE
Jan Roberts

the Fresno State Masters
and Queens Tournament
Sunday in Fresno.

Thurs. PERFORMANCE GROUP’S "Dionysis in 69"
THEATRE LABORATORY VICICAL’S
FREE, SD 224, 8pm

Performance

Plan to meet with us at

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WED., NOV. 8
to arrange appointment contact
your college placement office
immediately.

consider that you will be working
’with creative people who take pride in
their unusual accomplishments

10700 N. DeAnza Blvd.
Cupertino, CA
(408) 255-0900

Of one of the Workshop Groups
Sat. November 11, 8pm, Free
University Theatre

FOUR PHASE SYSTEMS INC.
The Distribution Processing Co.

A STUDY OF AVANT-GARDE THEATRE

equal opportunity is our pledge and practice

ASPB

1
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SJSU Karate Club has
a practice session today
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in the
Men’s Gym (201).

J

s thi
three
ef ore
wen sky.
er 15
also
!sky,

Seduction
topic of
speaker

Students for Justice
will meet today from Ito 3
m. in the Afro-American
asdies office conference

Faculty Book Talk will
meet today at 12:30 in room
A of the Faculty Dining
Room. Rev. G. Collins will
review W. Swanberg’s
"Norman Thomas: The
last Idealist."’
National Press Photographers Association will
meet tomorrow evening at
7 in the Journalism Building, room 101. Guest
speaker will be Christopher
Springmann, a San Fran-

cisco free-lance
rapher.

photog-

SJSU’s Reading lab
will offer a free one-hour
mini-course on Time
Management, tcday at 1
p.m. in the Education Building, 235.
Black Student Union
will meet tomorrow at 5
p.m. in the S.U. Almaden
Room.
The Environmental Information Center will show
a film on Alaska today at
noon in the Environmental
Information Center, Building U.
Christian Science Organization will hold its
weekly meeting today at
3:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.

Baptist Student Union
will meet today at 2:30 p.m.
in the S.U. Pacheco Room.
Two guest speakers will
talk about mission opportunities for studets and
grads.

seminar tomorrow at 3:30
in the faculty lounge, BC
004.
Pre-Law Association
will meet today at 2:30 p.m.
in the S.U. Almaden Room.
Pre-law adviser Dr. Salter
will discuss registration
and law school admissions.

Human
Resource
Administration Club is
hosting Ed Martin, head of
training and development
at Watkins-Johnson Company of Palo Alto, at their
meeting today at 2:30 in BT
051.

El Concilio will hold an
open house today from
noon to 2 p.m. in Building
EE.

The Pre-Dental Student Association will meet
today at 7:30 p.m. in the
S.U. Almaden Room. Plans
for a trip to UC-San
Francisco Dental School
will be discussed.

Yesterday’s election
will be analyzed by
Political
Science
Professors Roy Young,
Larry Gerston and Larry
Christensen at 11:30 today
in the S.U. Loma Prieta
Room. Victoria Thurman
will be moderator for the
discussion.

Beta Alpha Psi will
conduct an accounting

THINGS USED TO
PRETTY ROUGH
FOR ME.

Dr. Wilson Brian Key
will speak on "subliminal
seduction" at 8 tonight in
Union
the Student
Ballroom.
Subliminal seduction,
also the title of one of Key’s
books, is how advertisers
make us want to buy
products that we wouldn’t
ordinarily buy, according
to Key.

SO MY OWNER
FINALLY RAN A
CLASSIFIED AD.
FOR SALE" .1 AND IN NO
TIME I WAS
1RDA S
ASA FREE
81R0

NE OF THESE DAYS
’NI DOM* TO HAVE
YOU FOR LUNCH.
VOL, BC, BLABBERMOUTH

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Peace
Corps

A ki’s Bakery
WONDERFUL WORLD OF CAKES

Key’s lecture and slide
presentation will explore
ways advertisers "seduce"
customers into buying their
products.
Key will speak as part
of A.S. Program Board’s
Series on The Media.
Tickets are $2 for
students and $3 general
admission, and available in
advance from the A.S.
Business Office or at the
door.

277-3171

relding I

Put yourself
where you are
needed

ii,..

If Otero s I dire.
sion

Si,,’, ual
( /rem Sire)

Sun

Two Locations

287-5404
155 Meridian Ase

For current program
and application info,
contact Patty Gerken
Industrial Studies
Room 207
277-3446

4,,,,, nom Se.o

294-5575
11.1 laz krern St.
8,i :th Alb si

classifieds
include lull medical insurance,
WANT 2 tickets to Dylan concert
Name a price Call Al. 217 3463

announcements

automotive

PLAN

DENTAL

STUDENT

BALLET

New

Session

Fall

at

Ballet
School
of
E citrates
near
classes,
College age
campus Beg., Int . Adv. Come

STUDENT

SPECIAL

DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I D. CARD. If we don’t have it,
we’ll hell:. you get i! Be on our
private mailing list for monthly

top

new

end.

Photos. exc
Rrn 102. Mike

cond Moulder

stay apart. Be all you can be
attend!! All meetings are in the
S U Guadalupe Room at Rpm
10 SCreativity Night Bring your
own poems, prose, music or art.
10 12 Rap Group Relationships
10 19 David Steward speaker on
the

cond.

vinyl top. 02,200. 253 3070

Call Scott at 269 3392.
custom coupe
2dr
top, power everything
Eve
cond ,
Air, AM 8 track
$3.150 739 3394 af ter 5 SO pm
IMPALA

Vinyl

356 8927 eves

South

America,

New Zealand, mainland China.
Skiing in Europe and much
Nov 1 the Hyatt
more Wed
House, 1740 N 1st St. San Jose,
For more into, or free

8 pm

Adventure

contact

catalog,

Ave.

College

Center.

5540

Oakland.

CA 94618

(V 5)

Truck

MONEY.

pays for
it to haul

itself quickly. Use
furniture, scrap glass. paper.
metal. etc. ’51 Chevy 1 1/2 ton
axle, dual rear wheel
spd

with 998 8188
68 DODGE VAN Rebuilt engine.
AM/FM cassette ve/8 speakers
LB, sun roof, carpet, more
Asking $1,500. will bargain 379
0849.

654

for male

outdoor activities and People to
Activities
share them with
include hiking, backpacking,
climbing, parties and cross
Meetings are
country skiing
Tuesdays at 7.30p.m in Me S U
10,51

Room
Guadalupe
Halloween Party: 11’5
or
18
11.’11
12/1 3
Backpacking?
packing. Skyline to sea.
Island;

DEAR STUDENT. FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance needs.
AUTO. HOME.F IRE. HEALTH
If you are not already with State
Farm, call for an appointment

Angel

at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenient tot you

Back

on campus, your home or my
off ice Let’s Oct together and
give you better coverage for less

Don’t
PILOTS and Student Pilots
gel Stuck with Hobbs time Fly
wet tach end save BIG money
1975 Cessna 150’s,
Example
$t3/hr Least expensive way to
get that coveted pilot license and

Hillytew branch
Oon now
Call

for

full

WHAT IS IT, Find out 6
at Medson’s
a week
days
Mopeds. 87 S Autumn St 297
942$ South of Downtown Oat

SEMESTER RIGHT. 76
OD, AM FM. 17,400 mi.
excellent $4450 lam Call Ron

or

Joan

17071

538 0925.

Santa

Rosa

BED and BOX SPRING. full lice. $10
ea. Bedding S) 3/piece 578 8015

976 6700

open.

ed.

SupplY

background

help

in

chin?, emergency road service
have
good
Must
vehicles.

Willow

NEED household
Glen area
Experienced

and
references. S3/11r. Call 261 5917

telephone manner and willing la
work

after 3 P.M
A THERAPEUTIC day care center
for
emotionally
disturbed
children,
20.
ages
needs

Interested

contact

Mrs.

6587

District,

Santa

and

board

for

PHONE SOL IC I TE R $6/hr to start
Eves., *Ands. Green Thumb

cooking

experience required Call 287
New Horizons
1749 ’for appt
Nursing Resources. 2775 Park
Ave, Santa Clara

university

environment.
years

with.

of

appropriate

COBOL

and

INTERNATIONAL
for
Applications
CENTER.

structured
techniques

or

business

experience

residency are being taken new
for the spring semester. Visit us
at 360 5 11th $ Street or call 277

is

university courses
deadline 11/7/18.

TX

SJSU’s

ap

Moorpark Ave 793 0112

Dallas,

3690 or 279 4575 Take your place
in the world at the SJSU In
ternational Center

APPlieetion
Application

lost and found

and resumes to SJSU Personnel
Office. 12S S Seventh Street, San
JOSe, CA 95197 An E0E/Af
firmative
Action/Title
IX

Customers come to
nationally
Demonstrate
you.
famous non stick cookware at
HURRY.! Xmas
Flea Mart

NEED immediately, a lull time
nutrition minded person to work
food service at Sun ’N Soil
Natural Foods Call 2818007 or
come in at 145 E Santa Clara.
Contact C arolyn or Ron

University

Research

WANTED TO BUY Dolls from 1960’s
to Antique 371 1363

car or trans to school For info .
call Stephanie at 1415! 497 PIOT

to

SC

opportunity

to

KATZ

Happy 19th
you old lady you!
non carborundum!

Illegifimi

DEBBIE Pioske is the world’s most
awesome Pledge Mom! Love

Management
System
in
a
university environment
This
full time temporary position 17

ASTROLOGY CLASSES Learn to
interpret
and
calculate
horoscopes in small per
sone! ized
organized

Clear.
classes
from
instruction
Begin

well requires at least 2 years of
Cobol programming experience.

experienced teachers
and Advanced
n ing

a

available Call DONNICE at 293

bachelor’s degree with a
mirror in a computer related
field or appropriate experience.

0986
IS it true that "knees- that look
than
better
score
athletic
"pits?" Ask Mr Shorts

programming

techniques are highly desirable
University business applications
experience is.preferred Salary
11.411 S1.699 yen month Benet its

Kinder, sorta, maybe still
Laura
love you after 14 Steve no 1

Lee

MPM

ENTERPRISES

is

your

warranty, plus an optional 5 yr
Parts and labor Free record
cleaner wrany system. tree set

Experienced in reports,
theses, resumes Prompt set
vice wite accuracy guaranteed

up and advice Allan the lowest
For more
prices anywhere.
info.iprke quotes, call 255 5550

IBM Sel II 227 9525

M F, 3 10, anytime weekends
Now
recom
for
Ken
Ask
mending the incredible MPM
Custom Speaker Systems A E

fast

TYPE

ter rn

reports.

papers,

theses,

manuscripts
Exp

fast

IBM
Jaye. 264

DEMO SALE Ebb Amt 113.
Pickering 0A3
mg
$650 pr
headphones, $AO reg . now 525
Sanyo TP 727 wi Pick cart. $180

EXPERT typing and proofreading

rep . now 0100

Of term paper etc Fast sere 75
eents/Pg Sheila, 279 9129
SHINE!’
Wake up
Can’t get up or don’t
hear the alarm? Let us wake you
up. 797 3957

’RISE

and

Term

booster,

trawl

ACCURATE.

FAST,

TYPING

30 watt power

equalizer. 3 mos old. $85 Allan,
287 2108

Service

papers

women 247 7406.

RELIABLE.

without you is like a
balance sheet without numbers

editing

I hope my loss has proved lobe

bell/Ballou. ek Call Barbara
Morgan, 15? 1060 (No calls af ter

reports,
JW

theses,
letters,
resumes. etc. Correct form and
Camp
Turabian,

Life

TRAVEL SALE
The air fare war is on!! We
represent all the options with no
bias Let us help you with you.
plans It costs you nothing extra
to work with a travel agent

9 30p rn.. please)
DEBBIE at GAMMA PHI The OX
EAR is still waiting to (PH ARP

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount For
all

Thankyou
birthday

1

ever

had

your

laundry

available
services
Travel
All
Train
"Sky
Laker’s
Pass
charters Eurail
Britrail International. Student
Card . Youth
Identity

needs

alterations, mending. stashing,
ironing WaS11/1 tuff dry, hung

Bringer.
F lower
for
the
happiest

DEAREST

olded

and/or

Love.

40

cents/lb

Hostel Student flights to Asia.
Africa. Asutralia and Middle
Charter
Europe
East from

Pillows. blankets. rugs. sleeping

TREE

leathers,

bags,

One day

WHO will survive Inc end of the S.C.
Valley? If you’re there. Maybe
YOU. Nov 15 18 S?D 103

TO LYNN (The Cat) It was a great
dance Hove would you like to get
together sometime? Joe (Gene

suedes.

hats

Open 85.30,
ACE LAUNDRY. 8th

service

flights

to

travel,

Hard

293 7728

books.

TYPING Reports, papers. letters,
etc Reasonable Call Sandy at

soft, elegant, and understood bir
everyone For the I inest wed
ding photography, call John

TYPING. Thesis, research papers,
etc
Experienced
IBM Selec
trio Evv 267 4683
acaoernic

$70 my Call 7117 S946

and

other

TRIP

and

TRAVEL

Pen% Sat

Planning

TRAVEL
ADVENTURE
Himalayan
PRESENTATION
trekking, over land expedition in
Africa. Asia, South America
New Zealand, mainland China
Skiing in Europe and much
more Wed . Nov I. the Hyatt

HOUSe 1740 N 1st St. San Jose.
8 pm For more info or free
AdyenlUri
atalog.
Contact
Ave
College
SVO
Center,
4151 651
CA
94618
Oakland,

ter. papers
Barbara Weirnan

264 1758
PRESS
AND
ATLAS
Offset printing
BOOKSTORE
and rubber stamps Gay and
feminist books and records and

10aM 3Pm

FREE

typisi

periodic als 330 S led 2801088
FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can
didate Group SIO’mo Private

travel
maps, back
travel aids

pa ks

Travel
Charter
444 E William St
110th and Williams ’its, down
Iron, Togo’s). San Jose. CA
95112 14081292 1613 M F. Oare

Reports.

manuscripts

MS

Luggage,

find

Company

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers. etc Fast serv
75 cents Pg Sheila, 279 9129

TYPING

to

Specialists

286 0675

Correcting Selectric typewriter
Call Andrea 923 4717"

WEDDING
for
a
LOOKING
PHOTOGRAPHER? Images bY
John are expressions of 10Ve,

Mexico

Hawaii

Mon Sat
and E William (next to TogO’S)

"EXPERT

services

Paulson 9r769 /937

knowledge of ANSI COBOL and
structured

levels

or

lowest prices 287 name brands!
Audio equipment for the home,
can, stage, or studio TVs. VCRs,
videogarnes, proiection TV All
thtg
with
full
new
items

7172001,

TYPING

your twins, Annette and Maroon
ELECTOLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted
hair removed forever Men and

Mike

electronics buying
service with the widest selection
Of the highest lidelity at the

MEOW.

birthday,

for

consumer

1029
THE

more

Phone

and

Experienced

Selectric

Paulson 01 369 7937

personals

par

tic ipate in the implementation of
a Financial Aids .nforrnation

AUDIO

269 8674

Humane

PROGRAMMER’ ANALYST.
San Jose State University A
unique

at

For

CUSTOM SPEAKER SYSTEMS

TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc

Society, 244 2838

GIVE the Gift only YOU can give a
to
Portrait
color
beautiful
someone you love Call John

FOUND Calculator 727 8603.

Employer,

TEMPORARY

300 easy

wanted

IF YOU don’t have someone to love,
there are cats and dogs who
love

Carol

ask

Simmons), 3208490

75731

WEEKEND FUN.. Earn in 7 days
what most do in $ Sat Sun 1100

vocalist

Call

mind

info, call 866 8969 anytime and

5 30 8-00PM most evenings.

VOOT

Management
Data
Base
Systems are highly desirable

preferred. Salary $1,411 51.699
Per month Benefits include full
medical insurance, retirement
plan, and tuition waiver for

127.

large
extra
rent furnished
modern? bedr 2 bath, S 11th St
298 0636 or 733 6433.

experience

Assembler,
programming

plete.

your asset Love. Linda
For

of ANSI COBOL.
PL/1.
RPG.
an

plications

Suite

piano, game room, parking. $32
per
week
share,
545 50/wk
single 202So. 11th St 2977371

This

STUDENT NURSES
Part and full time Pick your
American
shifts
and
days
2444
of
Nurses
Registry

Lane,

JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals. fireplace.
color TV, kitchen, maid serv.,

The "world" has come to San Jose!
Be part of it Share a living and
learning cultural experience at

University

wanted
immediately, Work at home. no
Write
Eon
pay
rep necessary
American Service, 8350 Park

campus. Brian. 298 1308

MORRIS

SAN

experience,
a
Programming
Bachelor’s degree with a major
in a Computer related field or

FORTRAN,

B

questions about your colors and
style
answered.
Dress for
Success Method also discussed
Ion men and women $40 corn

Call 926 2362 after 6

ROOM AND BOARD, 1 blk. from
campus 155 So 11 th St Great
food, quiet study hrs. S1313/mo.

responsible position requires at

Knowledge

FEMALE lead singer seeks working
band to blow some funky jazz

thing is yours and what isn’t, all

Call 279 9473 anytime

opportunity to work on Business
in
a
Systems
Applications

2

voice impediment. I like music,
concerts and live 6 blocks from

Give us a listen before
making that final decision we’ll

CLARION

Lawn Service. Sunnyvale. 737
4443.245 4920.

least

description. how to use yOur
colors, how to look at the latest
fashions and tell what sort of

36

gang 093rd floor

7101

Alcoa Sather 249 7575.

Pay
Hours ’Good
FLEXIBLE
LVN’s
1450. hr
Aides Ord
Some
hr
RN’s 111,hr
S5

I AM seeking a companion I am
handicapped and have a minor

at

HEY. PAUL, Happy Birthday from
the Markham Hall odd wing

I AM a single lather with a young
son In exchange for free room
and board. I would like someone
to do light housekeeping and

prefer, select from our standard

DEAR Patient and Waiting More
info please Bubbles II think?)

oc

casional sitting and cooking. 325

per

change your

need your

share. $45 50/wk single 207 So
11th St. 2937314

a

models.

TV, kitchen, mad sync., Piano, game
room, parking. 137 per week

SINGLE father with two daughters,
Sand 10, would like to exchange

specialize
in
custom
loud
speakers for stereo, musical
instruments, and PA We build
to your specifications within a
price range you choose Or it yOU

per person. out of a set of 5001,
fabric and metal suggestions,
make up colors, personal stole

FEMALE

FEMALE Graduate with Child to
share 2 bath house with same.
Pets OK No drugs 325 3950 eve

Please call Patty at

and portfolio detailing
color
analysis.
Sonal

mayor

accompany songwriter/guitar
ist Call Shannon, 9980803

Blvd .5.2.

free room

become

weeks Love always. Brian

Teresa

YOU’RE INTO SOUND.
UNIQUE sound Superior design
and craftmanship All this plus
an unlimited warranty
We

and

Reasonable too Try me in West
San Jose
9131 1647

SEBES You finatly made it. Happy
belated birthday Only 10 store

housing

MPM IF

Accurate,

your
dynamite colors. about 70 colors

Auto

247 1100 EOE

CUSTODIAN needed for full and
part time positions. day and
eve shills avail Salary $4.63
508 ’hr Apply Oak Greve School

Business Applications, San Jose
State
University.
A
unique

and

parties
Hartsell,

State

KITTY

PERSONAL Image Consultant You
receive a 7 hour consultation

Garza

Hdqtrs
grad
SJSU
Asbury Call 998 1978

Association, BO Saratoga Ave

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

R

weekends.

holidays

California

volunteers. Morning hours 9 I.

pleasant
for
handicapped lady Hrs flexible.
help

40

nights,

IBM Selectric II

TYPING Fast,

SUZY, Happy Birthday! Be WOO.
Jr
will love you
OKO? S

Al

stereo

CREEPS

IN
TIGHTS
Go
bother
STREAKER! DAR TH VADER

HELP

CASSETTE

CARTER 263 4525

I don’t assoc iate nor del

ac knowledge

AND

TRANSCRIPTION SI page and
up All work accurate and proof
read

BATMAN

20hrs/wk.

Position involves receiving and
recording requests in dispat

741 2563

pop:

Min.

operator.

vPING

Call Dr

FOREVER

PIT positions as a radiwtelephone

wk.,

from s,inia

io

Crud one day a week
Snyder. 277 3165

Call 751 8003

Santa Clara

7398 Walsh ave .

Group needs classroom oh
servers for school in San Jose
We will train you but you need a

1879

PASSPORT and I 0 SPECIAL Two
121 in colorer four Ill black and
write Reg $150
With ad only

Typing 20 ens cop all kinds IBM
Corr Select Blossom Hill Area
Call k Mho. 571 1716

5S50 JMJ PhotograPhy, 20 Paso
Or San Antonio, San Jose 701
Moe

WIN

Print Your Ad Here:

RATES--

?Count approxenarely 30 letters and spaces fur each linei
cn h

as soon as possible

add,
’6$ Mustang 289 engine,
C 4 Bell Housing and
5100
orque Converter. $15 4 Indy

FOR SALE

Ballet. daily. $2
AJADEMY
Ballet. Scottish, Modern 2+05
795
Park Ave. Santa Clara

Call now for more information
and schedule a FREE demo
Air Simulator Training
-ride
Reid Hillview Airport
center

Service

Inventory

65 cents

SHREDDED foam rubber

of

strument training on our Pater
11 Mehl simulators Join our
simulator club at a low student
rate and train for $3 an hr solo

EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in and apply Mon thru Fri
8.30 am to S pm. We train you.

STANFORD

5073"

AERO MAJORS be better pilots
whether you are already In
strument rated or working on it
Now you can benefit from in

good

is a

eves

confidence

5394

knowledge of
simple math and available to
MOB
EARLY
work either
NINGS and WEEKENDS: OR
need

MGB

lb 293 2954

and command of
statistical results Call (4151 591

available for people
looking for year round extra
income work on the average of
IS to 20 hrs, per week All you

START

sun

PLEASURABLE Oral
Builds
Preparation

Taker.
Inventory
several permanent

shoppers are here. Dan. 14151

Gottschalk’s

MOPED

an
Be
have
We
part time

CASH

FOR

COUNT

652 4400, est SOO

Info

F light Center, 973 4171,

"UNIQUE
Exam

STAR.

MORY
CALL
753 3777 or 446 3649
money

fly with the eagles Largest club
in Calif MANY SJSU members
and instructors Call our Reid

EARN $e an hour take home pay
doing odd lobs on Saturdays

Thurs ,
Fri.
10
Zonta
Children’s Center 3953501

ADDRESSERS

Sierra

Teachers.

NEED .1 rid.

Ac

or afternoons 17.30 4:30. Mon

Teresa 354 0150

SJSU SIERRA CLUB offers

EOE,Affirmative
Afl
holt/Title IX Employer

help wanted

and

’75 HONDA SOO T. good cond Asking
MO or best offer 374 3227 after
foam

1879
THE

brakes 279 1817 after 6P m

FEMALE

flatbed yecage. S700.’BO. Will
consider terms Am easy to deal

Asia,

salary

Washington
’65 CHEVY 1/2 ton Fleetside PqJ
with shell. 230 6 stick, radio and
heater. good cond . $800 firm

FREE

Personnel Off ice. 175 5
Seventh St. San Jose, CA 95197.

positions

’65 DATSUN 1,11 ve/’72 1600 engine
and trans Exc gas mileage,
very cheap to run Make offer

campus
TRAVEL
ADVENTURE
,REE
Himalayan
PRESENTATION
trekking, overland expedition in
Africa,

Good Mileage.
$1,300 Must sell

610.

’72 TOYOTA CELICA Great cond..
really goeSt New fires, car
petite/. Air conditioning, black

Potluck.

10 26

use, S65/ea 998 BIBB

at

tuition

SJSU

do
detailed
thorough
and
paperwork for purchasing and
special Ordering. Train for Asst.
Mgr

and

11,7’78
deadline
Applications and resumes to

responsibility

Mouse, permanent 40 hr

Bug Super Beetle. Exc
Good Must sell. Call 236 1187

’73

likes

al,
preciating well. Fun to have and

71’ V W.

Relations

Human

SC

Commissions

Are

Call 230 1187

each other, and relevent social
is particularly
GSU
issues
useful to the gay person who is
lust coming out or is new to the
area. You are not alone so don’t

DATSUN
Good

DANCING

designed to let gay people meet
and learn about themselves,

shoulders.

’69,16W Bug, 8050/offer AM/FM 8
track, recent valve lob, new

12.450?

YOUNG

Union GSU provides a blend of
social and educational activities

Round
fronts.

typewriter stand. Sly, semi OK
easy chair, green. $10 998 BIN

rebuilt

73’

SJSU Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs. 30 50 people attend
any given meeting which are
usually held in the Student

fine

mirrored

paint,

Sunroof,

Hooker

course! EEOC

341 4164.

work

fired, $85; typewriter. Royal
electric, not cheaply made, good
machine,
190.
5 cabinet

Education Program at
Sullivan.
Kevin
277 3370. or
Marketing Director at 14081 246
1991. New England Life, of

Cabrillo and San Tomas Expy ,
Santa Clara. 7,30 10pm. Into.

Post War vending machines. 3
c ig , I candy. Smaller size All

’70 CYCLONE GT Hi Po 429 4 spd .
411 post. mags. craine, fly.
Holley, Mallory, Hurst. Sun

Coop

SQUARE
ADULT
Come loin the fun
No previous dancing necessary
Open house Nov. 6. 13. 70 Juan
of
corner
School.
Cabrillo

materials,

plan,

Application

Looking for someone who enioys
working
with
clew
ed

4 ON LY

TV UHF,VHF. 12". works good, $42.
shotgun, 11 GA 6 shot, never

hours

sales average $400 1500
monthly Call Dr Jim Harper.

TRuMpri. Silver model
Medium large bore Mint

retirement

waiver for university courses

preferred. 764 3716 for appt

specials

PART TIME

from

Flexible hours, must be neat,
have car and phone Call Fuller
Brush Co 243 1121 for interview
appointment.

cony, wicase. $400 9922769
ALL FOREIGN CAR PAR TS 161 S
San Jose, CA
Bascom Ave
2980621
or
2960625
95128

Ave. S J 341 1300
work ..Set your own
Salaried while learning
business techniques Ear ri ities

city travel 120 plus mpg $4500r
bre Call Trisha 19/ well eves

3%

1,161 Park

see our new studio

College students needing over $100
per week for part time work

BERGE

in
For
NOW!.
ENROLL
formation call A 5 off ice or 371
6811.

FOR SALE New Ciao Moped Runs
excel, looks sharp Great for

Mugs, SIM
or 277 8531

Call Todd, 96$ 9133

TUTOR WANTED
My two daughters seek female
tutor for high school courses
793 3332

’78 YAMAHA XS 750, 7 dr., 9.000
miles. new tires. $1,650 Call 745
019

SOFA, matching chair and chest/4
drawers 3 Mos old, 5200 21"

MATURE

student

to

assist

days

300.0

day
$t.00

days
200

Imes

200

1 60

5 tines

2 50
300)

300

2 75
3 25

3 50

50

6/ones
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Mee.

One

days
2 40

days

2 90

1 50
300

3 75

3 40
3 90

3 50
400

50

50

1 15

Gene at 717 8518

35

in

reading.
remedial
M F
15 70
hr.., wk
between 31 p.m Must be ex
cellent reader Will train 13,,hr
teaching

Print name

Each eddmonel lore odd
50

Address

Alestrhum Three Lames One Day
Semester reread issues, 92000

Call Mrs Spencer at 2$7 1809

OVERSEAS
JOBS
time
Europe.
mobile
CB
trans
receiver Radio Shack T RC 452
with Antenna and table Superb
condition VS or best offer Call
channel

35OS

approx

Citx

color TV Call 289 1822

40

day
35

Summer ’full

5
ArneriC
Australia. Asia. etc All fields,
expenses paid
$300 1700 mo
sightseeing
International

Free info Write
Job Center Box

1490 SB Berkelr e Ca 94704
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Protest
of Shah
staged
A rally warning that
Iran may be a second
Vietnam and protesting
U.S. military support to
that country attracted
approximately 100 observers, many of them
students,
Iranian
yesterday in the S.U.
amphitheater.
The demonstration
also protested military rule
imposed Monday by the
Shah of Iran, the result of
anti- Shah demonstrations
recently
have
which
oil -rich
the
wracked
country.
San Jose attorney John
E. Thorne spoke at the
rally which was jointly
sponsored by the Iranian
Students Association and
the Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade.
U.S. involvement is "to
protect the interests of oil
companies who are getting
wealthier and wealthier off
the backs of the Iranian
people," Thorne said.
Carter
"President
speaks of human rights,
yet dares to support the
shah," Thorne said.
"This country that
provides, over a three-year
period, over 815 billion
worth of military supplies
to the Shah of Iran, is truly
the belly of the monster."
Thorne claimed.
Thorne said after the
speech that he came at the
invitation of the ISA.
The rally ended in a
protest march through the
campus of approximately
students,
50
Iranian
shouting epithets of "Down
with the Shah" and "the
Shah is a U.S. puppet."
Farhad Ehia, a
member of the LSA, began
the demonstration calling
for support of the "militant
mass uprisings in Iran."
He voiced opposition to
recent U.S. State Department approval of the
military government which
took control of Iran
yesterday.
"We are opposing over
40,000 U.S. military advisors and troops in Iran
and martial law being
imposed in Iran," Ehia told
the crowd.
The "tragedy" of the
Iranian situation, said
Thorne, is that the -people
of this country don’t
recognize the seriousness
of involvement of the
United States in the affairs
of Iran."

Engineering
enrollment’s
cyclical affair
A current glut of
engineering students is
cyclical affair, according
to Evangelos Moustakas,
chairman of the Electrical
Engineering Department.
He said the greatest
cause for the increase in
students is the hiring
practices of the electronics
industry. specifically IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, Fairchild, and National
Semiconductor.
"Currently," he said,
"a graduate with a B.S.
degree in electrical
engineering with no experience can earn $18,000 a
With a master’s
year.
degree, they can earn
$21,000. The salary is good
and the industry is hiring."
Mou.stakas said in four
to five years the supply will
be more than adequate to
meet the demand, industry
won’t have to pay extravagant salaries to
secure a limited supply of
conand
engineers
sequently students will no
to a
attracted
longer be as
career with few job
openings.
There is an upward
trend in industry’s need for
engineers, he said, but the
trend is wave-like in its
upward motion. Presently
the need is at a peak and
students are leaving low
demand fields to go into
electrical engineering.
A few years after the
decline, he predicts the
market will again rise to a
peak.
The trend for this
cycle to began at a low of
926 students in 1973-74 and
has increased yearly to 945,
973, 1,010 and, in 1977-78 to
1,135. The figures for this
semester have not yet been
released by the Electrical
Engineering school.

ARTIST MATERIALS
I
FINE ARTS

(A)t

DRAFTING
FRAMING
BOOKS
TRANSFER
LETTERS

lklyoy

Fqtaphi f6Af(--r

I,

riff..-

SAN JOSE PAINT

441-tt

rigs’
,-

43 -

AND WALLPAPER CO.
87 Valley Fair Ctr.
San JOse,Ca.
249-8700
365 San Antonio Road
Mt. View, Ca.
941-3600

TRAVEL SALE
For Independent Travelers
by John Scanlon

A member of the SJSU Revolutionary Communist Youth
Brigade displays a sign which depicts alleged U.S.military and

corporate involvement in Iran. The rally was co -sponsored by
the RCYB and the Iranian Student Association.

(Continued from Page 1)
A "tangible" A.S.
project in the works is a
plan that would keep the
Student Union open 24
hours during finals week to
accommodate
better
student needs, Ryan says.
She approves of the
way the AS. Council has
performed this semester.
One recent example of the
council trying to serve
students better came at its
Nov. 1 meeting, Ryan
points out, where the
council approved the
establishment of an "A.S.
Emergency
Special
Allocations Account."
The account, to be
funded by A.S. general
funds, will be used to grant
aid to campus groups
needing funds quickly for a
special program or
speaker. By a two-thirds
vote, the council can
provide up to $499 in immediate aid.
Ryan plans to attend
the Nov. 28, 29 CSUC
trustee meeting, which
promises to be one of the
most
"action-packed"
ever. The reason: for the
first time the trustees will
take a vote on whether to
start having CSUC schools
charge tuition.
Ryan said CSUC
Chancellor Glenn Dumke
favors tuition, but that "the
trustees set the policy for
the chancellor’s office."’
She predicts the trustees
will vote against the tuition
alternative.
In the future, Ryar
explains, the trustees may
be forced into voting for

$

167

from
$
Round trip from ,A -charter flight

329

from

9 days Including hotel -air extras

PERU

HAWAII

A.S. President Ryan
fears tuition mandate
tuition fees out of "selfRyan supports the new
defense." Because of conflict-of-interest policy
Proposition 13, Ryan says recently adopted by the
about 210,000 students A.S. Council. The new
could not attend California policy allows council
community colleges this members to vote on
fall. Community colleges, financial requests from
reeling from property tax organizations they belong
cutbacks, have dropped to.
courses and may start
"When students are
charging tuition soon.
looking at the council and
If that happens, CSUC are looking for ways to
universities will be overrun relate to it ,"they can note
with economically-minded which clubs the council
students
looking
for members belong to and
inexpensive education. start from there, Ryan
Tuition will then be im- says.
posed, Ryan .redicts,
Ryan does not have to

MEXICO

from

$189

Round trip charter from San Jose

SPAIN

from

$499

One week Including air and hotel

LAST NIGHT
THE TURNING
POINT

file a conflict-of-interest
statement because she is
not an A.S. official who
votes on financial transactions. But she readily
admits that she has no
affiliations with campus
grotips.
"I could if I wanted
to," she says, "but I don’t.
It helps my credibility."
The spacious A.S.
offices are located on the
second floor of the S.U.
Building.
OFFSET PRINTING
100 copies - i2.65
PRINT WELL
297-6788
556 W.Santa Clara 511.

BALI

from

$799

15 days Including air -hotel -extras

JAMAICA

9 30

from

$

399

8days Including air and hotel

THE WAY
WE WERE
7 05
PAS DE DEUX
la ballet short)
9:20

THURS-FRI
ADVENTURES
TODAY AND
YESTERDAY

WHO’LL STOP
THE RAIN
HUMPHREY BOGART
IN

TREASURE OF
SIERRA MADRE
Begins Sat
FESTIVAL OF MYTH,
MAGIC AND PSYCHIC
PHENOMENA

SKI AUSTRIA

from

$739

8days Including air -hotel -extras

MANILA

300

from

$

from

$529

from

$478

One way charter

HONG KONG
Round trip charter

CENTRAL AMERICA.

3 week adventure trip Including air, all hotels and
TICA Bus Pass

WESTERN USA SKI CHARTERS
contact

Mip ’hovel
Compa
THE :.:HARTER SPECIALISTS
444 E. William at 10th
San Jose, CA 95112

292-1613

iRAZA! Our NEWSCARTA MAGAZINE
Needs Chicano/Latino talents
Submit your art and poetry in our Statewide
magazine -- Deadline Nov. 15. For more info

EL CONCILM

Associated Students Program Board

call: 295-6092 or 298-2862
lo exprecion es nuestra cultura9

The sun.
it’s hot.
But it’s not electric.

San Jose State University. Collage Magazine
& KOME Present

PETER
GABRIEL
16 9 p.m.
Thurs. Nov.

Men’s Gym SJSU
I( uriicr tif Sun Carlos kit 4th)
SUPPORTING ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED
TicketsStudents $6.50 Advance. $7.50 Door
General $7.50 Advance. $8.50 Door
Available at SJSU Business Office. BASS,
Galactic Zoo Records. San Jose Box Office
and Santa Cruz Box Office
THERE WILL BE NO SMOKING ALLOWED

Associated Students Program Board
presents

A Series on the Media: Part 1

Dr. Wilson Brian Key
"Subliminal Seduction"
Tonight 8 pm
Student Union Ballroom
Students $2/General $3
series tickets still available at the AS, Business Office and at the door for all three lectures

Some solar technology is
already here. If you want to heat
your home, your water supply or
your swimming pool, you can buy
solar units today that wit! do the
job. PG&E is currently involved
in more than 80 solar projects to
help Californians make better use
of these heating systems.
But heat isn’t electriciry.
Manufacturing electricity
from the sun’s rays is a lot further
off. The technology is not yet
developed to convert the sun’s
energy into electricity in an efficient and affordable way. Meaningful amounts of electricity
won’t be coming from solar
sources before the end of the
century.
PG&E is working on such
projects. For example, we are
partners in building an experi-

mental sunlight -to -electricity
plant that will produce small
amounts of power by the early
1980’s. But the cost of this electricity will be about 30 times as
much as that from a new conventional plant.
According to government
estimates,even by the end of the
century, the sun will provide no
more than 10% of our electric
needs. In the meantime, we’ll
need government approvals to
build conventional plants to help
meet your growing demands.
If you have any questions
about Solar Energy, write PG&E.
Box 3728, San Francisco, CA 94105.
Until solar electricity is ready,
we must build other kinds of
power plants. 73GotariE

